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ABSTRACT: In a recent paper, “One Logician’s Perspective on Argumentation”, van Benthem expressed his reservations on Toulmin’s diagnosis and abandonment of formal logic, and argued that Toulmin was wrong for leading the study of argumentation apart from formal approach. In this paper we will try to reveal two serious misunderstandings of Toulmin’s ideas in his discussions, and thereby make an apology for Toulmin.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is still easy today to recall that, historically, when Toulmin first put forward his theory of argument (1958), his book was either poorly brushed aside, or fiercely criticized as a hostile “anti-logic book”, by logicians who endorsed the view of modern formal logic. Ever since that unfortunate encounter, for the following fifty years, modern logic has continued, for example through the dynamic turn, to achieve its own glorious accomplishments, unaffected by any of what Toulmin has said. While Toulmin’s theory of argument, in parallel, has been well taken and appreciated by scholars who study ordinary argumentation and communication. The hasty divorce not only exiles Toulmin’s idea outside logic and philosophy, but also decreases the successive efforts from modern logicians to investigate how much truth there is in Toulmin’s accusations. However, nowadays many logicians may think that this could be a better occasion to pick up Toulmin’s charges again, and to scrutinize his ideas in light of a semi-century’s outstanding new developments of modern logic.

In a recent paper (2009), Johan van Benthem, currently one of the most prestigious formal logicians in the world, makes this interesting and rare occasion possible, for us to see how Toulmin’s ideas could be seriously taken up again by formal logicians of the present age. In that paper, professor van Benthem offers for us many insightful commentaries on Toulmin’s theory of argument “in the light of modern developments in logic”, as well as some serious reservations on Toulmin’s diagnosis and abandonment of formal logic. In particular, he argues that mathematical formalism is still the powerful
methodology in logic, and that Toulmin is wrong for leading the study of argumentation away from the formal logical approach.

This paper is a response to van Benthem’s discussion on Toulmin. We think that he has misinterpreted, in a quite important way, Toulmin’s accusations against formal logic, and his defence thereby seems to be misleading, and his arguments against Toulmin not so persuasive. In sections 2 and 3 of what follows, we first examine van Benthem’s reading of and his critiques of Toulmin. In sections 4 and 5, two Toulminian responses are made by revealing, respectively, two main misunderstandings of Toulmin’s ideas in van Benthem’s discussions. Taken together, we hope that our remarks make an apology for Toulmin’s rejection of mathematical formalism as being well-justified. In the last section, we offer some concluding remarks.

2. VAN BENTHEM ON TOULMIN: AN OVERVIEW

Professor van Benthem begins his paper with an appreciation of the richness of the Toulmin model of argument (which he terms the Toulmin Scheme). He agrees that “Toulmin’s scheme for the structure of argument is more natural and evident”, and that it captures “many aspects of ordinary reasoning”, when compared with the traditional simple binary scheme of inference, i.e. the bare transition from premise to conclusion (van Benthem 2009:15-16). However, van Benthem continues, if seen from the perspective of current developments of modern logical theories, the idea that arguments should be understood in a rich way to get its “broader maps” is no longer controversial today. Accordingly, the contrast between Toulmin’s views and that of mathematical logic is not as sharp as it was at the time of Toulmin’s book (1958). And this is due to the fact that “things have changed” (van Benthem 2009: 16): Toulmin’s ideas that inference comes in different forces, and is task-relative, have already been widely taken and well managed in the development of modern formal logic. Specifically, these changes are fairly manifest in those new branches of logic developed since 1980s, such as semantics of natural language and the studies of commonsense reasoning, as well as the new systems of nonmonotonic logics and belief-revision logics. Grounded on this, van Benthem concludes his first commentary point on Toulmin by claiming that logic, through its practical turn, “has absorbed similar ideas to Toulmin’s, largely through meetings with computer science and artificial intelligence” (van Benthem 2009: 17). Moreover, Toulmin’s view that “standards of inference are task-relative, and logic with its universal claims must be rejected” is not only no longer as threatening as before, but also has been disproved by the historical fact that “but the opposite has happened” (van Benthem 2009: 17). That is, the discipline of logic has indeed “been enriched” and been given a “much greater scope”, it is obviously not as unviable or unpromising as it was alleged to be by Toulmin.

Besides, to better support his point, van Benthem has also provided for us two historical analogies. The first one is Bernard Bolzano, who also “saw the task of logic as charting different natural styles of reasoning in different settings”, and “predates Toulmin in not placing the central emphasis on logical forms” (van Benthem 2009: 17). The second one is the Hempel-Oppenheim scheme of explanation, which “predates the Toulmin schema by a decade” and shows that “philosophers of science have long noted that standard logical consequence will not do for the variety of reasoning found in science” (van Benthem 2009: 18). However, these two “parallel observations on a practice that clearly
goes beyond standard logic” reveal otherwise a spirit which is just opposite to that of Toulmin. That is, as it happened in both cases, “logical form has not been dismissed altogether”, and “logic is not abandoned, but enriched” (van Benthem 2009: 17-18, italics original). Therefore, van Benthem raises his main criticism that “Toulmin’s decision to break away [from logic] was fateful, and I wonder how justified it really was” (van Benthem 2009:19).

The second part of van Benthem’s discussion of Toulmin concerns the opposition of ‘logical/mathematical form’ and ‘procedural/juridical formalities’. According to van Benthem, by highlighting “the procedure by which we draw inference and the importance of procedure in argumentation generally”, Toulmin is “right on the mark” and “does point at a major theme that has been neglected in modern logic” (van Benthem 2009: 19). In a nutshell, “reasoning is an activity”, and it is performed “interactively with others”, thus logic should study not only some products of such acts, but also “those acts themselves” (van Benthem 2009: 19, italics in original). However, once again, in the light of modern development of logic, these ideas have already been long pursued and properly realized by “current systems of dynamic epistemic logic”, which “incorporate [into modern logic] a wide variety of dynamic viewpoints, without giving up its classical methodological standards” (van Benthem 2009: 19). But on the contrary, as van Benthem has criticized, Toulmin seems to have overemphasized the opposition between ‘form’ and ‘formalities’, thereby hastily judging that the mathematical methodology is incapable of offering effective tools in dealing with those procedural concerns. Whereas, van Benthem argues, Toulmin’s position is untenable, since virtually “formalities have form, there is no opposition,” and “formalities have procedural structure, and that structure can be studied by bringing out the major operations creating it in a mathematical formalism” (van Benthem 2009: 21). This could not only be easily confirmed by recent developments of Logical Dynamics, but has indeed also been well exemplified in the 1950s by works on dialogue games of Paul Lorenzen. Consequently, in conclusion, van Benthem claims that “years before Toulmin’s book, logic had already started developing tools for some of the very things he was asking for: formalities, and task dependence” (van Benthem 2009: 20). Moreover, he even suggests that we should realize that actually “one should go further than Toulmin’s own scheme - and one very effective tool for doing that is using not less but more logic!” (van Benthem 2009: 20, italics original). Here again, his criticism on Toulmin is nicely echoed. The immature disbelief in the power and capacity of mathematical formalism, the unlucky ignorance of the coeval logical ideas and developments at his time, make Toulmin’s judgment on logic feeble, and his decision to “leave the party” not truly justified.

The last part of the paper is a discussion about the joint concerns for studies of logic and argumentation theory. Here van Benthem shares with us his optimism, as well as his insightful proposals, for the future interaction between these two fields. He indicates to us that by taking argumentation more adequately, logical systems can be better enriched. In particular, “it seems promising to merge dynamic logics of information flow with concrete models of argumentation” (van Benthem 2009: 22). In the end, as his final verdict, van Benthem concludes, Toulmin “was right in many of his major observations, but I would say that he was wrong in his decision to leave the party [of logic]. Working together, argumentation theory and logic can advance along Toulmin’s lines extending both practical coverage and theoretical insight” (van Benthem 2009: 22).
3. VAN BENTHEM ON TOULMIN: A RECONSTRUCTION

As a whole, by his paper van Benthem offers us a critical scrutiny of Toulmin’s ideas, which is, needless to say, quite thoughtful and subtle. His reading of Toulmin’s work is impressively careful, and his reservations and criticisms elaborate and well-advised. To better capture the gist, here we will try to give an illustrative reconstruction of van Benthem’s reading of Toulmin, and of his corresponding criticisms as well.

In the first place, the line of argument that Toulmin has followed to make his case, as it is refined in van Benthem’s paper, is as follows: Firstly, Toulmin makes the case that (T1) “comparing with what has been delivered in traditional simple binary scheme, ordinary reasoning has more aspects and elements, as revealed by the Toulmin Scheme.” Given this, on the one hand, it leads Toulmin to find that (T2) “inference comes in different forces, and is task-relative”, which directly leads to the claim that (T3) “logic with its universal claims must be rejected”. On the other hand, it also helps him to emphasize (T4) “the importance of procedure in argumentation”, thus to put forward “a procedural view of argument, which replaces mathematical form by juridical formalities”.

In the meantime, Toulmin also holds (T5) that there is “an opposition of logical form and procedural formalities,” and he believes that (T6) “logic with a mathematical formalism is incapable of developing effective tools for formalities.” From this he has been led to (T7) “a dismissal of form altogether”. Ultimately, given (T3) and (T7), which have indicated respectively the incompetence of logic in dealing with task dependence and formalities, Toulmin has no choice but (T8) “the abandonment of logic, which breaks away the connection between logic and argumentation theory”.

Accordingly, van Benthem tries to put forward his criticisms into a three-fold strategy. First and foremost, it is obvious that (B1) history, by the development of modern logic, simply proves that “the opposite has happened”, that is, “logic has not been abandoned, but enriched”. It is easily supported by the fact that (B2) “logic has experienced its practical turn since 1980s, thus has absorbed similar ideas to Toulmin’s through meetings with computer science and artificial intelligence”. This could be further exemplified by (B3) “the development of study of semantics of natural language and commonsense reasoning, as well as the new systems of nonmonotonic logics and belief-revision logics.”

Secondly, it could also be argued that (B4) “Toulmin’s abandonment of logic is hasty and not truly justified”, because (B5) “his disbelief in the power and capacity of logic (with mathematical formalism) is ill-founded”, and (B6) “his negative judgment of logic is immature and radical, because of his ignorance of the coeval logical ideas and developments at his time”. (B6) can be simply verified by indicating (B7) “three historical analogies: Bolzano’s ideas of logic, the Hempel-Oppenheim scheme of explanation, and dialogue games of Lorenzen”. The first two indicates, quite differently from Toulmin, a due respect for the role of form in logic, and the latter offers the evidence that logic can and indeed has already started, years before Toulmin’s book, to develop tools for dealing with formalities. Furthermore, (B5) could be well supported when pointing out (B8) “Toulmin’s opposition between form and formalities is illusive”. Because, not only (B9) “formalities have form, i.e. procedural structure, thus can be studied by bringing out the major operations creating it in a mathematical formalism,” but also that (B10) “those procedural formalities embodied in Toulmin’s own scheme can be even better and effectively handled by using more logic”, once you see (B11) “the connection between formalities and logical dynamics”.
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And thirdly, it has also been slightly hinted that (B12) “the breaking away of logic and argumentation is actually unfortunate and fateful”. Since, first, (B13) “these two fields have joint concerns, thus a lot of works which try to bridge and merge them will be promising”, and second, (B14) “current argumentation theory might need to bring in not less but more logic”. That is because, for example, not only (B10) “Toulmin’s own scheme can be even better handled by using more logic”, but also (B15) “some of current informal paradigms might acquire some more dynamics with a dose of logical insights from the last decades”. And third, (B16) “argumentation theory cannot just stay on its own”, otherwise (B17) “it is not sure where argumentation theory is heading.”

To sum up, for one thing, Toulmin’s rejection of logic based on ideas like the variable force of reasoning and task dependence [(T3)] has been easily falsified by the simple historical developments [(B1)]. For another, his disbelief of logic based on formalities [(T7)] is hasty, and relies indeed on an illusory opposition, thus his abandonment of logic unjustified [(B4)]. Moreover, Toulmin’s decision to break away from logic is proved to be fateful, when considering the promising possibilities, and even the necessity, of the interaction between these two fields [(B12)]. Therefore, taking those three counter-arguments together, it is now easy to conclude that (C) “Toulmin was wrong in his decision to leave the party [of logic].”

Van Benthem’s criticisms are well-constructed, and appear to be quite compelling. They provide us a particular, and likewise insightful, way for our understanding and appraisal of Toulmin. However, as we will argue in the following two sections, there also exist some possible flaws in his arguments, which turn out to be based on some fateful misinterpretations of Toulmin. The first one is concerned with Toulmin’s hasty rejection of mathematical formalism, while the second one is related to Toulmin’s unjustified abandonment of logic.

4. A TOULMINIAN RESPONSE (I): FORMALITY, FORMALISM AND PRACTICAL DISCONTINUITY

The trouble does not lie within the formal systems themselves: it would be pointless to argue that one could not have formal mathematical calculi concerned with relations between propositions, since everyone knows what elaborate and sophisticated propositional calculi have in fact been built up in recent years. The objections turn rather on the question, what application these calculi can have to the practical assessment of arguments—whether the relations so elegantly formalized in these systems are, in fact, the ones which concern us when we ask in practice about the cogency, force and acceptability of arguments. (Toulmin 1958: 179-80, italics original)

As one of his substantial critiques, van Benthem accuses Toulmin of being blind to the power and capacity of mathematical formalism, and thereby proposing a hasty and unjustified abandonment of logic. According to him, Toulmin has misconceived the contrast between form and formalities, and has over-reacted on this illusory opposition to dismiss logical form altogether. Furthermore, he has also wrongly predicted that logic with formalism cannot handle issues like field-dependence, thus misjudging the fate of formal logic. However, as van Benthem has attempted to demonstrate with great efforts, this is not the case at all. When you have figured out that formalities have form, and procedural structure can all be studied by bringing out the major operations creating it in a mathematical formalism, or, when you have a look at the works of dialogue games of Lorenzen,
which has already hinted at the effective formal tools in dealing with procedures, or, when you have witnessed the new nonmonotonic and epistemic logics and systems, all of which make it manifest that reasoning forces or field dependence can all be represented within formal logical systems, you should conclude forthwith that Toulmin is obviously at fault for his insufficient judgment of the power of mathematical formalism. As a result, he is apparently also wrong in his negative view on logic.

Properly speaking, if Toulmin did reject mathematical formalism, and formal logic as well, just simply based on his judgment that issues like procedure, reasoning forces or field-dependence cannot possibly be handled in a manner of mathematical formalism, then van Benthem is certainly advancing a very strong and persuasive critique, and Toulmin is definitely guilty of this unjustified ignorance of both the power of formalism and the development of logic. However, despite the apparent strength of this argument, if that is not what Toulmin really had in mind, we are probably facing a straw person. There is no doubt that Toulmin did criticize mathematical formalism in his works, and as a result, rejected it in his theory of argument. But his criticisms and his corresponding ideas of logic, in our reading, indeed go in a quite different way.

Toulmin starts at the very beginning with the central question of “how we are to set out and analyze arguments in order that our assessments shall be logically candid?” (Toulmin 1958:9) That is, to show the validity, or invalidity, of an argument clearly, and to make explicit the grounds it relies on and the bearing of the conclusion, thereby to allow us to do justice to all different issues in the establishment of conclusions when subjecting our arguments to rational assessment (Toulmin 1958: 95). With this task and principle in mind, Toulmin did propose some sort of opposition between mathematical form and jurisprudential formalities, in such a way of treating and comparing them as two available rival models, “one mathematical, the other jurisprudential” (Toulmin 1958: 95). Then he took pains to argue that the former is less candid than it was customarily presumed to be. Because, as he has recognized, the establishment of conclusions in the normal run of life turns out to be more complex than a simple “logical demonstration”. A number of issues of different sorts will emerge in our analysis and criticism of the former kind, but they either have no room, or have to be distorted, in our customary theories of the latter kind.

For one thing, statements used in our ordinary arguments have functional differences, they give birth to subtle distinctions (such as data, warrant, backing, etc.), but most of them have been overlooked or covered up when we try to lay out our arguments in a tidy and simple geometrical form (Toulmin 1958: 97-107). Meanwhile, some categories and distinctions (for example, major premise, deductive/inductive) produced by formal logicians endorsing the geometrical model are ambiguous, thus turn out to be a misinterpretation of reality (Toulmin 1958: 107-118). Moreover, some functional differences, due to its field-dependence and contextual complexity, “cannot be explained away by formal devices: e.g., by inventing separate formal systems of alethic, deontic, or epistemic logic for every purpose and field” (Toulmin 1976: 277).

For another, by choosing the geometrical model, formal logicians have also been led to over-value what Toulmin calls “analytical arguments”. Accordingly, they try to sublime it; to make it out to be the only good and ideal type of argument, and to demand that all the other classes of argument should conform to its standards regardless. Consequently, “they have built up their systems of formal logic entirely on this foundation; and they have felt free to apply to arguments in other fields the categories so constructed”
(Toulmin 1958: 166). However, in reality, analytical argument is far from a representative type, since there exist a lot of substantial arguments “whose cogency cannot be displayed in a purely formal way, even validity is something entirely out of reach and unobtainable” (Toulmin 1958: 154). Therefore, Toulmin points out, “the differences between the criteria we employ in different fields can be circumvented in this way only at the price of robbing our logical systems of all serious application to substantial arguments” (Toulmin 1958: 167).

With all those reasons provided, Toulmin has informed us that “unfortunately an idealized logic, such as the mathematical model leads us to, cannot keep in serious contact with its practical application” (Toulmin 1958: 147). As he has observed, there in fact has already grown up a “Great Divide between the formal logician and the practical arguer” (Toulmin 1958: 163), viz. “a systematic divergence between two sets of categories: those we find employed in the practical business of argumentation, and the corresponding analyses of them set in books of formal logic” (Toulmin 1958: 147). Finally, it is due to this practical discontinuity that Toulmin has raised his rejection of mathematical formalism in the study of argument: “so far as formal logicians claim to say anything of relevance to arguments of other than analytic sorts, judgment must therefore be pronounced against them” (Toulmin 1958: 147).

If our reading of Toulmin is reasonable, it can be seen obviously that he is probably not guilty of hastily dismissing mathematical formalism based on some immature disbelief of the power of formalism. By contrasting mathematical form and jurisprudential formalities, he indeed has no intention to argue that procedural issues cannot possibly be handled in a manner of mathematical formalism. Rather, what he is trying to show is that if we do it exactly in that way, we are ending with a logical theory losing its original practical application. Accordingly, the real disbelief underlying Toulmin’s rejection of mathematical formalism is not concerning with the possible development of formal tools or systems for representing or modeling those procedural aspects of arguments. It is, otherwise, related to the legitimacy and applicability of formalization with respect to actual practice of argument analysis and assessment. Therefore, understood properly, Toulmin’s criticisms of mathematical formalism stem from his suspicion that “can one cast into a timeless mathematical mould the relations upon which the soundness and acceptability of our arguments depend, without distorting them beyond recognition?” (Toulmin 1958: 182) And the real forces of his rejection rest indeed upon the fact that “practical critic of arguments, as of morals, is in no position to adopt the mathematician’s Olympian posture…strength, cogency, evidential support and the like … resist idealization as much as our utterances themselves” (Toulmin 1958: 183).

Indeed, even Toulmin himself has made it quite clear that he is not against formal logical systems themselves which glorify the methodology of mathematical formalism. He clarifies that what he is really advocating is not that “the elaborate mathematical systems which constitute ‘symbolic logic’ must now be thrown away; but only that people with intellectual capital invested in them should retain no illusions about the extent of their relevance to practical arguments” (Toulmin 1958: 185). As a matter of fact, his real and exact appeal is that “in order to get a logic which is lifelike and applicable…we shall have to replace mathematically-idealized logical relations…by relations which in practical fact are no more timeless than the statements they relate” (Toulmin 1958: 185, italics added).
To sum up, the contrast between form and formality, as well as issues like field-dependence or variability of force of reasoning articulated by Toulmin, were not brought forward intending to reveal the incompetence of formalism. Rather, they have been advanced to unveil the practical discontinuity of formalization with our real lives. Consequently, in defence of mathematical formalism against Toulmin’s accusation by arguing that there could be no difficulties in treating them successfully in a formalized way, will probably be beside the point. Mathematical formalism is certainly a methodology with great power, as the modern developments of logic have well illustrated. But that is not the issue Toulmin has addressed and decried.

5. A TOULMINIAN RESPONSE (II): TAKING LOGIC SERIOUSLY

The question still needs to be pressed, whether this branch of mathematics is entitled to the name of ‘logical theory’…this branch of mathematics does not form the theoretical part of logic in anything like the way that the physicist’s mathematical theories form the theoretical part of physics. (Toulmin 1958:186)

The real problem of rational assessment - telling sound argument from untrustworthy ones, rather than consistent from inconsistent ones - requires experience, insight and judgment, and mathematical calculations can never be more than one tool among others of use in this task. (Toulmin 1958:188)

As another substantial critique, also his final verdict, van Benthem charges Toulmin with the fateful breaking away and unjustified abandonment of logic. As he has argued, not only both fields of argumentation and logic could, and indeed should, interact more with mutual benefits, but also Toulmin’s own scheme could be better dealt with by using more logical tools. Besides, Toulmin should have shown enough respect to logic with mathematical formalism, rather than “turning to the Law as the major paradigm of reasoning” (van Benthem 2009:15), since “historically, logic probably had its origins in dialectical and legal practice, but it was the combination of these origins with mathematical methodology that produced its great strength and staying power” (van Benthem 2009: 20-21, italics in original). Furthermore, as was nicely proved by recent developments of logic in modern times, logic has been prosperously enriched in this mathematically formal approach.

However, as we read his works, Toulmin has nowhere urged such a breaking away or abandonment of logic per se, notwithstanding his serious resistance against mathematical formalism in the study of argument. Quite the contrary, surprisingly, within all his discussions, he has always been caring so much about logic itself, and been talking quite a lot about logic as a science.

At the very beginning of his book (1958), he has already informed us that he actually intends to discuss the “problems about logic, but not problems in logic” (Toulmin 1958: 1, italics in original). These are specific problems “which arise with special force not within the science of logic, but only when one withdraws oneself for a moment from the technical refinements of the subject, and inquires what bearing the science and its discoveries have on anything outside itself—how they apply in practice, and what connections they have with the canons and methods we use when, in everyday life, we actually assess the soundness, strength and conclusiveness of argument” (Toulmin 1958: 1). With this in mind, virtually his whole discussion and comparison between geometrical and jurispruden-
tial model is just an attempt to demonstrate those problems about logic, namely, the then-current logical theory “has indeed lost touch with its application” (Toulmin 1958: 9).

And then, great efforts are made by Toulmin, with a whole chapter, to explain the origins of this phenomenon, viz. the divergences existing between idealized logic and working logic. He discovers that “the science of logic has throughout its history tended to develop in a direction leading it away...from practical questions about the manner in which we have occasion to handle and criticize arguments in different fields” (Toulmin 1958: 2). He strives to trace its historical origins back to the Aristotelian idea of logic as a formal science comparable to geometry, and then reveals that within the developments in this direction some influential prejudices are implicitly endorsed and reinforced. In particular, the mathematical model is treated as the ideal model of knowledge, and logical studies are regarded as, and are expected to be, a kind of successful episteme, like geometry, studying the universal, timeless and formal relations among different sorts of propositions (Toulmin 1958: 178-179). As he has observed, “logicians have evidently cherished this hope, and...have been trying to free theoretical logic of the field-dependence which marks all logical practice” (Toulmin 1958: 167), that is, making logic “a formal science comparable to geometry”, and “casting the whole logical theory into a mathematical form” (Toulmin 1958: 9). However, as he has argued, those prejudices will, regretfully, result in some fatal consequences in epistemology and philosophy (Toulmin 1958: 211-252), as well as an unbalanced account of reason and rationality (Toulmin 2001: 14-28).

Given all these diagnoses, Toulmin then expresses his doubt about “how far logic can hope to be a formal science, and yet retain the possibility of being applied in the critical assessment of actual arguments” (Toulmin 1958: 3). When he found that “ever since Frege and Russell, philosophers have discussed logic, not as ‘the art and theory of rational criticism’, but as a field which is purely formal” (Toulmin 1976: 270), he has no choice but to exert all his powers, on the one hand, to warn us that “we must be careful before we allow any formal calculus to assume the title of ‘logic’” (Toulmin 1958: 209), and on the other hand, to advance an alternative proposal to revive the idea that “logic is concerned with the soundness of the claims we make - with the solidity of the grounds we produce to support them, the firmness of the backing we provide for them” (Toulmin 1958:7). Metaphorically, he urges a re-conceptualization of logic as generalized jurisprudence, expecting that “but of one thing I am confident: that by treating logic as generalized jurisprudence and testing our ideas against actual practice of argument assessment rather than against a philosopher’s ideal, we shall eventually build up a picture rather than the traditional one” (Toulmin 1958: 10).

Once again, if our reading of Toulmin is plausible, he cannot be accused of abandoning logic. On the contrary, logic in fact has never been expelled from his considerations. Probably we can even say that no one has taken logic more seriously than Toulmin. His discussions have been centered on logical theory and logical practice, with the ultimate goal of saving the science of logic from both the theoretical dangers and its practical predicaments. With this said, if there is any negativism within Toulmin’s attitude towards logic, it is only his reluctance of allowing formal logic (with mathematical methodology) to assume the whole title of “logic”. Therefore, the only possible way of accusing Toulmin of abandoning logic has to rely on the assumption that “formal logic (with mathematical methodology) is the only legitimate subject of logic”. Interestingly, as was expected, it is just the view of logic that van Benthem has endorsed, “logic may be a
normative mathematical study of valid inference patterns” (van Benthem 2009: 14). However, even though this could be granted as a tenable view of logic, which we seriously doubt, suffice it to point out that criticizing Toulmin in this way is doomed either to be just talking past Toulmin, or to be committing a fallacy known as begging the question.

6. CONCLUSION: A VOICE UNHEARD

Toulmin confessed more than once that, after the publication of *The Uses of Argument*, he suffered the pain of being misunderstood as having written an “anti-logic” book. However, more than fifty years later, it seems that he once again has to face, unfortunately, some sort of similar confrontation, *unjustly abandoning logic*. Strangely enough, today those ideas underlying his analysis of force of reasons, warrant, rebuttal and qualifier, etc. have already attracted more and more attention from logicians enthusiastic with formalization, and all of them turn to be the profitable sources for some new modeling and formal systems. But his more genuine appeal, that “a radical re-ordering of logical theory is needed in order to bring it more nearly into line with critical practice” (Toulmin 1958: 253), has never been taken seriously by formal logicians. This is, in fact, a situation that happens commonly to many great philosophers throughout the history of ideas. Offering an explanation for the case of Toulmin could be a good topic in studies of sociology of knowledge, but suffice it to say here that even though it is a way of what indeed has happened, it is probably not the way of what *should* have been expected.

Still, if the recent developments of logic do help a bit in our re-evaluation of Toulmin’s ideas, let’s provide some other historical facts which could also reveal that “logic has been enriched”, but in a very different way from what van Benthem has sketched. Within the last fifty years, Toulmin’s innovative proposal for logic has already been nicely echoed, and substantially developed, by a group of logicians who identify themselves as informal logicians. Coincidently, they have sensed the same problems about logic, and they have also tried to reclaim this discipline from losing its practical application in ordinary practice of argumentation. They pointed out that ordinary arguments are quite different from inference and implication in a number of respects, thus probed into substantial issues in its analysis and evaluation. They offered reasonable challenges to deductivism and abusive formalizations, and developed alternative methods, tools, and criteria for our effective criticism of real argumentation. In short, it is as though the historical development of logic in the last semi-century is indeed vague, and thereby could provide us with two versions of the claim that “things have changed and logic has been enriched”: one reading is that many new branches of formal logic has been well developed, with a great deal of new logics and formal systems abound in; the other interpretation is that great efforts have also been devoted in line with what Toulmin has envisaged, and steady progress has been made for a reconfiguration of logic in the direction of making it lifelike and applicable. Therefore, anyway, it could also be the case that history does not really go against Toulmin.

Finally, let’s also end with a remark on the joint concern between argumentation and formal logic. We share the same optimism with van Benthem for the promising interaction between these two fields, in particular, in exploring the “argumentation perspective in modern logic”. Actually we have already witnessed a lot of successful efforts in bringing into modern formal logic those theoretical insights afforded in contemporary argu-
mentation theory. However, at the same time, we are also in sympathy with his claim that “some of current informal paradigms [in argumentation theory] might acquire some more dynamics with a dose of logical insights from the last decades” (van Benthem 2009: 17), even though we are still, remaining as before, awaiting some valuable achievements. Because we believe it is only by realizing this possibility, i.e. mathematical formalism without practical discontinuity, that Toulmin’s ideas could really be surpassed.
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The first part of Xie and Xiong’s paper consists of an able summary of van Benthem’s contrast of his and Toulmin’s views. The last part of the paper consists in Xie and Xiong’s efforts to correct two of the ways they think van Benthem has misunderstood Toulmin. My comments are addressed to these two differences of opinion.

1. TOPIC 1: FORMAL LOGIC AND PRACTICAL DISCONTINUITY

According to van Benthem, Toulmin left the party too early, meaning that he gave up on formal logic at the time when it was about to develop in such a way as to overcome the shortcomings of which Toulmin had accused it. The implication is that formal logic can do, after all, what Toulmin said it could not do.

Xie and Xiong disagree. They don’t think that Toulmin left the party too early. They repeat Toulmin’s reasons:

(i) statements in ordinary arguments have functional differences that formal logic fails to capture;
(ii) some aspects of field dependence cannot be explained away by formal devices;
(iii) formal logic takes as its ideal, analytical arguments and these are not representative of the ordinary arguments which are our real interest.

For these three reasons (and possibly others), Toulmin was not wrong to walk away from formal logic as a tool for the analysis and evaluation of ordinary argumentation.

How can we decide who is right about this? Van Benthem in the essay that Xie and Xiong are addressing (van Benthem (2009), gives no concrete examples of how the advances in formal methods (logical dynamics) can deal with the issues Toulmin brought to our attention, and which Toulmin claimed could not be well-served by formal logic. This is a shortcoming of van Benthem’s paper (but see his 1996 essay which argues the same view and includes some illustrations). However, Xie and Xiong, also do not explain any of the new logical innovations to which van Benthem refers, nor do they show us why they aren’t adequate. Hence, anyone who wants to settle this difference of opinion between Toulmin and van Benthem will have to look and see what logical dynamics can and cannot do. This is a large issue, and something I can’t take on today.

---

1 Arguments in which the conclusion is contained in the backing.
A more immediate issue is whether in this particular paper (van Benthem 2009), van Benthem commits the strawman fallacy. That is, does he misrepresent Toulmin’s views and then pretend that a criticism of the misrepresented views is a criticism of Toulmin’s real position? According to Xie and Xiong, van Benthem’s take on Toulmin’s view is that:

Toulmin rejects mathematical formalism, and formal logic as well, based only on issues like procedure, the force of reasons, and field dependence [because these aspects of ordinary arguments] cannot possibly be handled by mathematical formalism (Xie and Xiong 2011: 6)

whereas Toulmin’s real view is that:

One [cannot] cast into a timeless mathematical mould the relations upon which the soundness and acceptability of our arguments depend, without distorting them beyond recognition. (Toulmin 1958: 182; Xie and Xiong 2011: 7)

Here I do not see a strawman fallacy. I do not think van Bentham has misrepresented the reasons why Toulmin has a negative view toward formal logic. Still van Bentham and Toulmin do seem to be talking past each other, in another way. I think we can explain it by distinguishing between,

(A) Formal Logic\textsubscript{1}: formal logic as an axiomatic systems imitating the structure of the science of geometry, and taking as its subject matter logical truths (‘Logic as a system of eternal truths’).

(B) Formal Logic\textsubscript{2}: the use of logical form and other formal techniques to analyse and evaluate arguments in ordinary language.

Toulmin appears not to appreciate this distinction. His complaints about logic are directed for the most part at Formal Logic\textsubscript{1}.\footnote{“just simply based” in Xie and Xiong’s original.} He detects a practical discontinuity between Formal Logic\textsubscript{1} and everyday arguments. But that Formal Logic\textsubscript{1} does not have a good fit with ordinary argumentation—as seems to be universally agreed—does not mean that Formal Logic\textsubscript{2} cannot profitably capture a great deal of ordinary argumentation. Hence, when van Benthem disagrees with Toulmin he does not have Formal Logic\textsubscript{1} in mind (at least, I don’t think he does). He is rather advocating the use of Formal Logic\textsubscript{2} as an aid to the analysis and evaluation of ordinary arguments. So, the disagreement between van Benthem and Toulmin that interests Xie and Xiong may turn out to be a verbal one, with Toulmin criticising formal logic’s relevance in one sense, and van Benthem defending its relevance in another sense.

Toulmin and his apologists will want to go on to make complaints about Formal Logic\textsubscript{2} that are similar to those Toulmin made about Formal Logic\textsubscript{1}.\footnote{One could here make the observation that it is Toulmin who commits the strawman fallacy by taking formal logic to be Formal Logic\textsubscript{1}, and criticising it whilst the proponent of using formal logic with ordinary arguments is really holding Formal Logic\textsubscript{2}. But this is a side issue.} Others have. But with ‘eternal truths’ out of the picture, the practical discontinuity is somewhat mitigated and it might be tempered further if Toulmin would pay less attention to syllogisms and more at-
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tention to predicate logic and its extensions. Still, it does remain uncertain how Formal Logic can help with field relativity and procedural proprieties, as van Benthem suggests. Certainly at the time of Toulmin’s book Formal Logic was not up to the task of giving a formal version of all that the Toulmin scheme desired. Toulmin said these things in 1958 and the logic books he refers to are from the late 1940's and early 1950's, logic books that were devoted to logical theory and on the whole had little interest in everyday discourse. The books are Kneale’s book on probability (1949), Strawson’s on logical theory (1952); Carnap’s book on probability (1950); Hare’s book about the language of morals (1952); Prior’s book on logic and ethics (1949). Interestingly, Toulmin doesn’t pick up on any of the logic texts that were current in the 1950's and which made some effort to apply logical theory to everyday arguments, like Monroe Beardsley’s Practical Logic (1950) and Irving Copi’s Introduction to Logic (1953). In the context of Toulmin’s discussion one would think that these books, or books like them at least deserve a mention. We are left to infer that Toulmin must have thought that the efforts of the practically minded formal logicians were doomed to failure. Van Benthem thinks that fifty years later, things have changed.

This brings us back to the larger picture. We must look and see, rather than close our eyes and insist on our arguments. Wittgenstein, once reviewed a logic book and wrote:

In no branch of learning can an author disregard the results of honest research with so much impunity as he can in Philosophy and Logic. ... The author [of the book LW is reviewing] has not taken the slightest notice of the great work of the modern mathematical logicians—work which has brought about an advance in Logic comparable only to that which made Astronomy out of Astrology, and Chemistry out of Alchemy. (Wittgenstein 1913: 127-28)

Keeping an eye on history, we should be very careful about imposing limits on possible human innovations. If we take a long view of the growth of logic, we see that it is led to new discoveries by the desire to replace our intuitions about arguments with some kind of discussible justifications about them. Aristotle gave shape to the deductive reasoning in Plato’s dialogues with his formal syllogisms; seeing the shortcomings of the syllogism, Russell and others expanded the range of formal logic by coming up with relational predicates; Lewis and others gave us distinctions to clarify our intuitions about necessity and possibility; Hintikka and others were able to formalize other modalities; Davidson uncovered the illusive logical form of action sentences. Why then should we not see the relationship of Toulmin to van Benthem as being similar to that of Plato to Aristotle? Mathematically oriented logicians should hail Toulmin as someone who saw the shortcomings of their work in the middle of the 20th century, and set them a research agenda to follow in the second half of the century. Is this not the work in which van Benthem has been engaged? (He says it is.) And is it not better to see Toulmin as a prophet than a crank?

In the end, we may be left with two similar and rival methods for dealing with the aspects of arguments that Toulmin found important, and encapsulated in the Toulmin scheme. The one method will be formal, incorporating the van Benthem formalisms, the other method will be informal, eschewing formal insights proposed by van Benthem. Both approaches may be useful, and the choice of which one to employ will be guided partly by the occasion (factors of time and trouble) and partly—perhaps mostly—by the inclinations of the working logician.
2. TOPIC 2: WHAT IS LOGIC, ANYWAY?

The second issue on which our authors disagree with van Benthem, is on the definition of logic. They fault van Bentham for usurping the term ‘logic’ to apply to what he does (formal logic) and exclude what Toulmin does (critical evaluation). On behalf of Toulmin, Xie and Xiong argue that van Bentham begs the question on what logic is, i.e., he assumes without argument that his conception of logic is right, and Toulmin’s is wrong. The two conceptions of logic in question are,

- **Van Benthem**: logic is the “normative mathematical study of valid inference patterns.” (van Benthem 2009: 14)
- **Toulmin**: “Logic is concerned with the soundness of the claims we make—with the solidity of the grounds we produce to support them, the firmness of the backing we provide for them” (Toulmin 1958: 7).

Neither of these ‘definitions’ were presented as the final word on the subject, but they do characterize a real difference between van Benthem and Toulmin. I’m with Toulmin, and Xie and Xiong, in rejecting van Benthem’s conception of logic as being too narrow; but I also think that Toulmin’s conception is too broad.

Trying to define ‘logic’ is similar to trying to define ‘art’. Some have argued fervently that art must be about beauty; others have taken a broader view, that art is about skilled human accomplishment (something that would include works expressing beauty, but also artifacts expressing other qualities as well). Similarly, some, like van Benthem, hold that the study of logical form is essential for the field of logic, while others take a wider view, saying that logic is about the standards of good arguments (which could include approaches involving logical form as well as approaches eschewing logical form). There are many, many variations on these two conceptions of logic. Clearly, no one can claim exclusive ownership of what is to count for logic. What then shall we do? We want the extension of ‘logic’ to include as many of the things as possible that have been proposed by reasonable people as logic, but we also want the extension to exclude those elements of the proposals that overlap with, or are better studied by, other fields. If we set about it this way, then we will include in the extension of ‘logic’ those questions having to do with premiss-conclusion relationships—illative questions—and we will exclude questions of premiss acceptability, since these are better dealt with by epistemology, dialectics, rhetoric, history, economics, etc. However, by restricting logic to illative issues we do not necessarily restrict it to the study and evaluation of illative relations with formal, mathematical tools; informal tools may also be used—that’s why there is informal logic!

Viewing logic as having the range that I have proposed, we will see that van Benthem’s definition of ‘logic’ is too narrow because it leaves out informal methods of illative evaluation. Similarly, we will see that Toulmin’s definition is too wide since it will include the evaluation of factual statements—in a legal case there are questions of fact, and questions of law. This is not to say that Toulmin is wrong about the importance of what he calls ‘rational assessment’. But we must distinguish logical evaluation from the grander task of argument evaluation, which is what rational assessment appears to be about. Logical evaluation is just a part of argument evaluation.

Returning to the question of whether van Benthem commits the fallacy of begging the question against Toulmin on the subject of the nature of logic, in the present con-
text I am reluctant to say that he does. (My enemies commit fallacies; my friends make mistakes!) Both van Benthem and Toulmin insist on their own definitions against their dialogue partner. I think they are both mistaken.
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